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Abstract: Visually guided weight shifting is widely employed in balance rehabilitation, but the
underlying visuo-motor integration process leading to balance improvement is still unclear. In this
study, we investigated the role of center of pressure (CoP) feedback on the entrainment of active
voluntary sway to a moving visual target and on sway’s dynamic stability as a function of target
predictability. Fifteen young and healthy adult volunteers (height 175± 7 cm, body mass 69± 12 kg, age
32 ± 5 years) tracked a vertically moving visual target by shifting their body weight antero-posteriorly
under two target motion and feedback conditions, namely, predictable and less predictable target
motion, with or without visual CoP feedback. Results revealed lower coherence, less gain, and longer
phase lag when tracking the less predictable compared to the predictable target motion. Feedback
did not affect CoP-target coherence, but feedback removal resulted in greater target overshooting and
a shorter phase lag when tracking the less predictable target. These adaptations did not affect the
dynamic stability of voluntary sway. It was concluded that CoP feedback improves spatial perception
at the cost of time delays, particularly when tracking a less predictable moving target.
Keywords: posture; balance; weight shifting; target predictability; coherence; dynamic stability
1. Introduction
An integral component of balance rehabilitation exercises is real time visual feedback regarding
the instantaneous center of pressure (CoP) or center of mass (CoM) trajectory in relation to a stationary
or moving visual target position. Although this visualization increases the role of visual information in
the multisensory integration process of controlling posture, its role in standing and dynamic balance
control is not well understood.
Experimental evidence on the role of visual feedback in controlling standing balance when the
goal of the task is to minimize sway around a reference position is conflicting. On one hand, real time
CoP or CoM feedback decreased sway amplitude [1] and the instability induced by proprioceptive,
somatosensory, and vestibular perturbations [2]. On the other hand, augmented feedback of the
two-dimensional CoP or CoM position did not improve postural stability of a two-legged quiet
standing posture [3], whereas, when standing participants were exposed to a complex visual room
oscillation, provision of CoP feedback further destabilized standing sway [4]. Furthermore, the spatial
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CoP variability of visually controlled whole-body leaning did not decrease when performance feedback
was provided in addition to only target information [5]. A possible explanation could be the fact that
visual feedback operates at a relatively low frequency scale and therefore it is not appropriate for
correcting the high-frequency, small-amplitude CoP oscillations of standing sway [6]. On the other
hand, feedback may have a more prominent impact on dynamic equilibrium control which involves
greater, longer, and lower frequency CoP fluctuations (drifts) over the base of support.
Provision of augmented visual feedback during performance of dynamic balancing tasks revealed
more systematic effects. Removing visual CoP feedback during lateral weight shifting decreased the
speed and spatial accuracy of performance [7]. However, the same removal did not have an impact on
performance when participants swayed voluntary while trying to produce different visually imposed
ankle–hip coordination patterns represented in a complex Lissajous figure [8]. This suggests that more
simple and direct forms of visual feedback are needed in order to improve performance. Indeed,
the provision of two-dimensional instead of one-dimensional information resulted in faster lateral
weight-shifting [9], while augmentation of the error feedback signal drove subjects to their steady-state
performance faster than unaltered visual feedback [10]. Horizontally biased visual feedback induced
horizontal compensatory postural adjustments, which increased CoP asymmetry even in quiet standing
after practice [11]. This evidence suggests that augmented, real-time visual feedback regarding sway
improves spatial accuracy and speed of performance when the goal of the task is to transfer the body
toward a stationary visual target, such as in lateral weight shifting.
The role of visual feedback when actively tracking a moving visual target with the whole body
is less studied. Work from our laboratory suggests that humans, regardless of their age, can couple
their voluntary sway to a moving visual target regardless of whether this oscillates in a stereotypical
(i.e., periodically) or in a more complex (i.e., chaotically) fashion [12]. However, the role of CoP
feedback in visuo-postural entrainment and its dependence on target predictability is still not known.
The extent to which the body’s stability is challenged by the availability of feedback and target
predictability during active target tracking is another unresolved issue. Local dynamic stability
represents the ability of a system to maintain its movement pattern despite intrinsic and extrinsic
perturbations [13,14]. Instantaneous visual feedback of the pelvis and trunk motion in the frontal
plane during gait reduced the local dynamic stability of the aforementioned segmental movements,
suggesting that visual feedback of the segment motions induces additional frontal plane instability
during gait [15]. The reasons for this increase are still not well understood.
In order to address the above challenges, we examined the role of visual feedback on visuo-postural
coupling and dynamic stability of sway when actively tracking either predictable (periodic) or less
predictable (chaotic) target motion cues in the sagittal plane. We hypothesized that when actively
tracking a visual target oscillating vertically with the body, the impact of feedback would depend on the
predictability of the visual motion cues. Specifically, two predictions were tested: (a) That the removal
of feedback would affect the strength of visuo-motor coupling and the dynamic stability of sway, and
(b) that the impact of feedback would be greater when tracking the less predictable target motion.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Participants
Fifteen healthy adults (10 males, 5 females, height 175± 7 cm, body mass 69± 12 kg, age 32± 5 years,
mean ± SD), recruited among the university staff participated in this study. None of the participants
had a history of neuromuscular impairments or balance-related dysfunctions. No participants used
orthotic insoles, and all had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. All participants were informed
about the experimental protocol and gave their informed consent prior to their inclusion in the
study. The experiment was performed with the approval of the institution’s ethics committee
(HU-KSBF-EK_2018_0013, Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin) in accordance with the Declaration
of Helsinki.
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2.2. Apparatus, Stimuli, and Task
Postural performance was recorded using a force platform (60× 90 cm, Kistler, 1000 Hz, Winterthur,
Switzerland). Visual stimuli were displayed on a large TV Screen (47 inch, HD LG), located 1.5 m in
front of the participant at eye level (Figure 1A).
The target’s motion was constructed in MATLAB (version R2014b, Math Works Inc, Natick, MA,
USA) using two signals of different degrees of predictability. The predictable signal was a sinewave with
a single frequency (f) set at 0.25 Hz that was generated using the sin function [sine = sin(2pi× f× t)].
This particular frequency was selected because it was the dominant frequency of intuitive, self-paced
voluntary sway based on prior studies [12,16] and pilot testing. The less predictable signal was derived
from a Lorenz attractor according to the parameters: σ= 10, β = 8/3, and r = 28 and the initial conditions:
x0 = 0.1, y0 = 0.1, and z0 = 0.1. The signal characteristics were h (time resolution) = 0.0040, steps
(number of points) = 10,000 (we choose 6000 data points from the y-axis [y (4000: 10,000)], and noise
flag = 0 [17,18]. The frequency range for the Lorenz signal was confined between 0 and 1 Hz, which
was an ecologically valid spectrum of frequencies for voluntary sway [19], and its power spectrum
revealed a dominant frequency around 0.25 Hz.
Prior to the experiment, participants were asked to step on the platform and adopt the testing
position with their arms freely hanging by their sides. The distance between the internal malleoli was
set at 10% of body height. The antero-posterior component of the base of support (foot length) was
measured using the distance of the most anterior point (toe) to the calcaneus in order to normalize the
amplitude of target motion. The maximum (peak to peak) amplitude of target motion was set to 60%
of the foot length (Figure 1B).
During the experiment, participants tracked the motion of the visual target, which moved
vertically on the screen, with their bodies by shifting their CoP in the antero-posterior direction. Two
different-colored dots were shown on the screen, specifically, a red dot, which illustrated the target to be
followed, and a yellow dot, which depicted the participant’s antero-posterior CoP component serving
as the instantaneous performance feedback signal. The only instruction given to participants was to
follow the motion of the red dot by controlling the motion of the yellow one, which was achieved by
shifting their weight antero-posteriorly. The two stimuli (target and feedback) were synchronously
represented on the TV monitor using custom build software (developed in MATLAB) while their
position was updated at a rate of 50 Hz, providing 120 s of continuous target stimulus motion and
resulting in 6000 data points for each signal. Participants performed one 120 s long tracking trial in
each of the following conditions: (a) Tracking of the sinusoidal target with (yellow dot was visible)
and without (yellow dot was not visible) visual feedback, and (b) tracking of the chaotic (Lorenz)
target with and without feedback. Task conditions were randomized to avoid possible order effects.
Participants were provided ample time to familiarize themselves with the task prior to actual testing.
Prior to each trial, the room lights were dimmed. Between each trial, participants rested for about
2 min. The experimental session, including subject preparation lasted no longer than 60 min.
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Figure 1. Graphical illustration of the apparatus and task. (A) Participants were asked to track the 
visual (red) target dot moving in the vertical direction with their body by shifting their center of 
pressure (CoP) (yellow dot) in the antero-posterior direction. An upward target motion was tracked 
by a forward CoP shift, while a downward target motion was tracked by a backward CoP shift. (B) 
The target’s (red dot) motion amplitude was normalized to 60% of the participants foot length. 
Tracking lasted 120 s and was performed either with feedback (yellow dot was visible) or without 
feedback (yellow dot was not visible). 
2.3. Data Analysis 
Center of pressure (CoP) and target time series were processed and analyzed in MATLAB 
(R2014b). The original antero-posterior component of the CoP time series was down-sampled to 50 
Hz in order to match the screen update rate of the target signal display prior to low pass filtering 
using a 4th order Butterworth low-pass filter, with a cutoff frequency at 5 Hz.  
2.4. Spectral Coherence 
The CoP-target motion coupling was assessed using spectral analysis in the frequency band 
between 0–1 Hz, based on the methods of Halliday et al. [20]. For this purpose, a customized version 
of a freely available software (NeuroSpec 2.0) was used. Both the CoP and target time series were 
interpolated at 64 Hz in order to achieve an appropriate frequency resolution for the spectral analysis, 
as we wanted to get a coherence, phase, and gain value of 0.25 Hz (frequency of the sinewave) and 
the neighborhood frequencies (for the Lorenz signal). Spectral analysis was performed in the 
interpolated time series of 7680 data points which were sampled at 64 Hz. Setting the segment length 
power at 210 (1024 data points) gave a segment duration of 16 s. This resulted in a frequency resolution 
of 0.0625 Hz. The software output the means and confidence limits across the entire frequency band 
(0–1 Hz) according to three variables, i.e., spectral coherence, spectral phase, and spectral gain. The 
spectral coherence was used as a metric of correlation between the two signals (CoP-target position) 
in the frequency domain, illustrating their linear relationship. The spectral phase illustrated the 
temporal relationship between the two signals, expressed in degrees (°). The absolute 
synchronization between the two signals was illustrated by 0° phase lag, while positive and negative 
values indicated that the sway led or followed the target motion respectively. The spectral gain 
revealed information regarding the spatial (amplitude) coupling between the two signals (CoP-
target), while a gain of 1 indicated an absolute spatial coupling at a given frequency point. Gain 
values less than or greater than 1 indicated target undershooting or overshooting (the CoP moved 
with smaller or greater amplitude than the target), respectively. For the sinewave, the coherence, 
phase, and gain values at the target’s dominant frequency (0.25 Hz) were computed and registered 
Figure 1. Graphical illustration of the apparatus and task. (A) Participants were asked to track the
visual (red) target dot moving in the vertical direction with their body by shifting their center of
pressure (CoP) (yellow dot) in the antero-posterior direction. An upward target motion was tracked by
a forward CoP shift, while a downward target motion was tracked by a backward CoP shift. (B) The
target’s (red dot) motion amplitude was normalized to 60% of the participants foot length. Tracking
lasted 120 s and was performed either with feedback (yellow dot was visible) or without feedback
(yellow dot was not visible).
2.3. Data Analysis
Center of pressure (CoP) and target time series were processed and analyzed in MATLAB (R2014b).
The original antero-posterior component of the CoP time series was down-sampled to 50 Hz in order
to match the screen update rate of the target signal display prior to low pass filtering using a 4th order
Butterworth low-pass filter, with a cutoff frequency at 5 Hz.
2.4. Spectral Coherence
The CoP-target motion coupling was assessed using spectral analysis in the frequency band
between 0–1 Hz, based on the methods of Halliday et al. [20]. For this purpose, a customized version
of a freely available software (NeuroSpec 2.0) was used. Both the CoP and target time series were
interpolated at 64 Hz in order to achieve an appropriate frequency resolution for the spectral analysis,
as we wanted to get a coherence, phase, and gain value of 0.25 Hz (frequency of the sinewave) and the
neighborhood frequencies (for the Lorenz signal). Spectral analysis was performed in the interpolated
time series of 7680 data points which were sampled at 64 Hz. Setting the segment length power at 210
(1024 data points) gave a segment duration of 16 s. This resulted in a frequency resolution of 0.0625
Hz. The software output the means and confidence limits across the entire frequency band (0–1 Hz)
according to three variables, i.e., spectral coherence, spectral phase, and spectral gain. The spectral
coherence was used as a metric of correlation between the two signals (CoP-target position) in the
frequency domain, illustrating their linear relationship. The spectral phase illustrated the temporal
relationship between the two signals, expressed in degrees (◦). The absolute synchronization between
the two signals was illustrated by 0◦ phase lag, while positive and negative values indicated that the
sway led or followed the target motion respectively. The spectral gain revealed information regarding
the spatial (amplitude) coupling between the two signals (CoP-target), while a gain of 1 indicated an
absolute spatial coupling at a given frequency point. Gain values less than or greater than 1 indicated
target undershooting or overshooting (the CoP moved with smaller or greater amplitude than the
target), respectively. For the sinewave, the coherence, phase, and gain values at the target’s dominant
frequency (0.25 Hz) were computed and registered for statistical analysis. Similarly, for the Lorenz
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target signal, the average of the coherence, phase, and gain values at 3 adjacent frequency bins (0.1875,
0.25, and 0.3125 Hz) was calculated.
2.5. Local Dynamic Stability
The local dynamic stability of the system in the current study was assessed using the maximum
finite-time Lyapunov exponent (MLE), which quantifies the rate of divergence of nearby trajectories in
state space [21,22]. The analysis followed the procedure used in a previous study [23]. The MLE was
calculated on the norm of the anterio-posterior and mediolateral CoP. Initially, the original time-series
were filtered using a 4th order Butterworth low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 20 Hz and
consequently down-sampled to 20,000 data points. Due to the standardized overall trial duration
(i.e., 120 s), no interpolation of the time-series was needed. To reconstruct the state space from the
one-dimensional time series, we used delay-coordinate embedding [24] as follows:
S(t) = [z(t), z(t+ τ), . . . , z(t+ (m− 1)τ)], (1)
where S(t) is the m-dimensional reconstructed state vector, z(t) is the input 1D coordinate series, τ is the
time delay, and m is the embedding dimension. Time delays were selected based on the first minimum
of the Average Mutual Information function [25]. For these data, m = 3 was sufficient to perform
the reconstruction. Individually selected time delays were chosen by averaging the outcome delays
deriving from both trials performed by the participants [26], with τ ranging from ~0.20 to ~0.27 of the
overall cycle. Further, the average divergence of each point’s trajectory to its closest neighbor was
calculated using the Rosenstein algorithm [27]. The resulting MLE was calculated based on the delay
of each participant, which ensured the standardization of the calculation for the MLE across all of the
individuals. Commonly, the first peak in the resulting divergence curves corresponded to a delay of
0.5 (percentage of the average postural sway cycle). The final MLE value was calculated as the slope of
the average divergence curves’ linear fit which corresponded to the individuals’ delay values at 0.25 of
the average postural sway cycle (i.e., the most linear part of the curve).
2.6. Statistical Analysis
Prior to statistical analysis, the Shapiro–Wilk test was applied to test for violations of the normality
assumption in each outcome measure. All measures were normally distributed and differences
between the two target motions (periodic and chaotic) and feedback conditions (with and without
visual feedback) on the CoP-target coherence, phase, and gain were compared by employing a 2 (target)
× 2 (feedback) ANOVA model with repeated measures on both factors. Target by feedback interactions
were further analyzed using pairwise comparisons between the feedback conditions, which were
performed separately on each target motion. Differences in the resulting MLE values were examined
using Student’s t-test via pairwise comparisons between the two feedback conditions. Effect sizes were
reported using h2. Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS (v.24).
3. Results
Group-averaged CoP displacement and target signals are shown in Figure 2 for sinusoidal and
chaotic target tracking, respectively, with and without feedback.
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Figure 2. Group-averaged (n = 15) CoP and target (black) time series during performance of (1st row) 
the sinusoidal and (2nd row) the chaotic tracking with (blue) and without (red) feedback. Dotted lines 
indicate the group 95% confidence intervals. 
3.1. Spectral Analysis 
• Coherence 
The CoP-target coherence values ranged between 0.75 and 0.99 for all participants under all 
tracking conditions (Figure 3A), suggesting that all participants were successful in tracking the target. 
However, CoP-target coherence decreased significantly with chaotic tracking relative to the periodic 
target (F(1,14) = 264, p = 0.000, h2 = 0.950), although this was not different between the two feedback 
conditions.  
• Phase 
The CoP-target phase lag significantly increased when tracking the chaotic compared to the 
periodic target (F (1,14) = 67.19, p = 0.000, h2 = 0.828). A negative phase lag value indicated that the 
CoP followed the target motion (Figure 3B). A significant feedback by target interaction effect on the 
phase lag (F (1,14) = 8.51, p = 0.011, h2 = 0.378) suggested that the effect of feedback was dependent on 
the target motion. Post hoc analysis confirmed that the presence of visual feedback significantly 
increased the CoP-target phase lag compared to the no feedback condition only in chaotic target 
tracking (t (16) = 2.93, p = 0.010). On the other hand, the feedback signal had a non-significant effect 
on the CoP-target phase lag when tracking the periodic target motion.  
• Gain 
Removal of feedback resulted in a significant increase in the CoP-target gain (F (1,14) = 68.49, p 
= 0.000, h2 = 0.830), suggesting that target overshooting occurred during both periodic and chaotic 
target tracking (Figure 3C). More target overshooting was observed when tracking the chaotic target 
compared to the periodic target (F (1,14) = 77.57, p = 0.000, h2 = 0.847). The impact of visual feedback 
Figure 2. Group-averaged (n = 15) CoP and target (black) time series during performance of (1st row)
the sinusoidal and (2nd row) the chaotic tracking with (blue) and without (red) feedback. Dotted lines
indicate the group 95% confidence intervals.
3.1. Spectral Analysis
• Coherence
The CoP-target coherence values ranged between 0.75 and 0.99 for all participants under all
tracking conditions (Figure 3A), suggesting that all participants were successful in tracking the
target. However, CoP-target coherence decreased significantly with chaotic tracking relative to the
periodic target (F(1,14) = 264, p = 0.000, h2 = 0.950), although this was not different between the two
feedback conditions.
• Phase
he oP-target phase lag significantly increased hen tracking the chaotic co pared to the
eri ic tar et ( (1,14) 67.19, p 0.000, 2 0.828). A negative phase lag value indicated that t e
o follo ed the target otion (Figure 3B). significant feedback by target interaction effect o t e
ase lag (F (1,14) = 8.51, p = .011, h2 = 0.378) suggested that the effect of feedback was depe de t
on the target m tion. Post hoc analysis confirmed that the presence of visual feedback significantly
increased the oP-target phase lag co pared to the o fee back condition only in chaotic target
trac i (t ( ) . , . ). t e t er hand, the feedback signal had a non-significant effect on
the CoP-target phase lag when tracking the periodic target moti n.
• Gain
Removal of feedback resulted in a significant increase in the CoP-target gain (F (1,14) = 68.49,
p = 0.000, h2 = 0.830), suggesting that target overshooting occurred during both periodic and chaotic
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target tracking (Figure 3C). More target overshooting was observed when tracking the chaotic target
compared to the periodic target (F (1,14) = 77.57, p = 0.000, h2 = 0.847). The impact of visual feedback
on CoP-target gain was significantly greater when tracking the chaotic compared to the periodic target,
as confirmed by a significant feedback by target interaction effect (F (1,14) = 22.16, p = 0.000, h2 = 0.613).
Specifically, the increase in CoP-target gain induced by the removal of feedback was greater when
tracking the chaotic compared to the sinusoidal target (t (16) = 7.81, p = 0.000).
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4. Discussion
In accordance with our hypotheses, the present results confirmed an effect of real-time CoP
feedback on visuo-motor coupling during active postural tracking of a vertically moving visual target.
The effect was stronger when tracking the more variable (i.e., chaotic) target motion. On the other
hand, the presence/removal of feedback did not affect the dynamic stability of voluntary sway.
• Feedback improved spatial accuracy at the cost of time delays.
When real-time visual feedback of the CoP trajectory relative to the target motion was available
during active target tracking, the CoP-target gain was close to one. This suggests that sway amplitude
closely matched the target oscillation amplitude that was set to the individual stability boundaries
in the antero-posterior direction (60% of foot length). We argue that real-time feedback regarding
the instantaneous CoP position provided critical spatial information for actively controlling sway
amplitude through an error correction process, which allowed performers to make corrective postural
adjustments before horizontal CoP accelerations led to large deviations in postural sway. On the other
hand, removing CoP feedback during tracking of the vertical target motion increased the CoP-target
gain, suggesting target overshooting. Our results are concordant with those of a previous study
showing that augmented CoP feedback improved the spatial accuracy of lateral weight shifting [7].
However, instead of translating the body toward a stationary target, in our protocol, the task goal
required active and dynamic tracking of the moving target. Target overshooting in the absence of
feedback in this case implies larger antero-posterior CoP acceleration and, consequently, increased
difficulty and greater muscular effort in controlling the reversal in sway direction [28,29]. In this case,
the control of active sway relied on an internal representation of the body schema in space, which
tended to overestimate the sensory consequences of the actual tracking task relative to the boundaries
of the target’s motion, resulting in erroneously larger sway movements [30]. Internal representations of
the body schema are based on prior knowledge and appear to be central in the planning and control of
goal-directed actions [31,32]. The absence of error information in this case is related with exploratory
behavior of the spatial task constraints and over-corrections [33,34]. Greater reliance on prediction is
also associated with greater perceptual bias [30], which may explain the overestimation of the target
boundaries and the target overshooting observed in the absence of feedback.
On the other hand, availability of feedback increased the phase lag between the target and the
CoP motion when tracking the chaotic target, resulting in slower antero-posterior weight shifting.
This finding contradicts previous studies showing that provision of visual feedback resulted in faster
lateral weight shifting [10,35]. The discrepancy could be due to the stationary nature of the target used
in the previous weight shifting paradigms as opposed to the moving target used in the present study.
When the target was stationary, information about the target’s position was picked up prior to the onset
of movement, which allowed for faster lateral weight transfer. However, in the case of a moving target,
the target’s position was continuously updated during task performance, while real-time feedback
about the instantaneous CoP position imposed a greater need for online visuo-motor integration,
resulting in time delays when making the appropriate postural adjustments. In this case, feedback
may have acted as additional sensory noise that increased the time delay (phase lag) between the
target and sway motion [36]. On the other hand, periodic target tracking did not increase the phase lag
between postural sway and the target motion due to the predictable nature of the target motion. Once
a particular visuo-motor transformation was learned after a couple of sway cycles, the participant was
able to predict the target’s motion, thereby reducing the load of online visual information processing
during active target tracking [16].
Overall, our results suggest a trade-off in the control of the spatial and temporal properties of
sway when tracking a vertically moving target which was modulated by the availability of visual
CoP feedback. Feedback about the spatial error between the target and the CoP motion induced
a prioritization of spatial over temporal coupling [37], while the latter decreased due to the speed
accuracy trade-off [38].
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• Feedback did not affect the dynamic stability of voluntary sway.
Removal of feedback did not affect the local dynamic stability of sway. This suggests that the
additional visuo-motor processing load needed for matching the feedback (yellow dot) to the target
signal (red dot) in the feedback condition did not challenge the overall dynamic stability of the
voluntary sway task any more than the target tracking alone with no feedback. Along the same line of
evidence, in an optic flow stimulation study, participants experienced less postural instability during
the actual saccadic tracking of the directional stimuli compared to the preceding perceptual phase of
the heading direction [39]. This suggests that when the visual motion of the target was congruent with
the eye and/or body motion, the postural stability was not challenged. On the other hand, provision of
real-time visual feedback during gait decreased the local dynamic stability and induced instability
of the trunk and the pelvis in the frontal plane [15]. Several reasons could explain this disagreement.
Actively tracking a moving target by shifting the body weight in the sagittal plane is a less automatic
and slower task compared to gait. Provision of augmented feedback during gait could therefore lead to
a disruption of automaticity and impose greater demand for visuo-motor processing. Weight-shifting,
on the other hand, is a less automatized task that requires higher precision control, particularly when
reaching close to the stability limits. The plane of motion could also be an important task constraint
determining the impact of dynamic visual feedback cues on dynamic stability [40]. In the gait study,
feedback was represented by a horizontal visual motion to inform about the instantaneous position of
the pelvis and the trunk in the frontal plane, whereas in our paradigm, CoP feedback, provided by a
vertically moving dot, did not seem to affect the stability of sway in the sagittal plane. It is known
that non-gravity (horizontal)-related dynamic visual cues induce greater instability when compared to
gravity-relevant visual cues [40]
• The contribution of feedback increased when tracking the less predictable target.
Tracking of the chaotic target resulted in lower coherence, greater target overshooting, and a longer
phase lag between the target and the CoP motion when compared to periodic target tracking. These
results confirm previous findings from our laboratory showing that voluntary, sagittal plane sway
synchronizes better with predictable (i.e., periodic) target motion than less predictable (i.e., chaotic)
target motion when actively tracking a vertically moving target [12,16]. It could be suggested that
postural tracking of the chaotic target imposed more extensive visuo-motor processing due to the less
predictable nature of the target’s motion, which may have kept participants more actively engaged in
the tracking task due to the continuous need to attend to the target motion. Tracking of the sinusoidal
target motion, on the other hand, gradually decreased the need to attend to the target, as participants
were able to predict it and adjust their sway, employing an open-loop type of control [32]. This was
confirmed by the consistency of the target-CoP phase lag across the two feedback conditions when
tracking the sinusoidal target motion. Moreover, synchronizing body sway to a chaotically oscillating
target may also involve anticipatory control, which depends on the availability of visual feedback [41].
This process involves short-term prediction and correction of asynchronies between the target and the
CoP motion [42]. Instead of prediction on a local time-scale, however, strong anticipation assumes
coordination on a longer time-scale. Entraining to a chaotic target motion in this case would require
the coordination of posture to the global temporal structure of the stimulus signal and not on the local
temporal changes [5].
The greater target overshooting when tracking the less predictable target may also have been due
to the different amplitude scaling of the chaotic signal. The chaotic target motion-imposed direction
reversed at smaller sway amplitudes, as the target’s motion did not consistently reach the stability
limit, which was set at 60% of foot length in every sway cycle. The most important information for
stabilizing coordination with an oscillating stimulus was available for the actor around the endpoint
of its trajectory [43]. Thus, it may have been more difficult to control smaller oscillation amplitudes
during active sway than target amplitudes which reached the stability limit [44].
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5. Conclusions
Feedback may be more critical for spatial coupling when accuracy is a task requirement, while it
imposes an extra processing constraint for synchronizing voluntary sway to the moving target stimulus.
Models of postural control have highlighted possible roles for both feedback-based [45] and predictive,
feed-forward control [46] in the control of voluntary sway during static and dynamic balance activities.
Both control processes are compatible with these current behavioral results. The observed changes in
postural sway control as a function of feedback availability may reflect an updating of internal models
relating postural motor commands to their upcoming sensory consequences (i.e., forward models),
facilitating accurate on-line detection and correction of postural deviations (feedback control).
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